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Types and colors of dachshunds

If you're a Viennese dog lover, you're in good company. Dachshunds has been the chosen dog for presidents like Abraham Lincoln, as well as for celebrities including Josh Duhamel. And come on, what's not to love about those cute little faces and sausage-like bodies? If you're a dachshund devotee, and just can't get enough of your mini dog, here are nine
things you need right now. Every product we have has been independently selected and reviewed by our editorial team. If you make a purchase using the links included, we can earn commission. Biscuits have never looked so sweet! This conversation-sparkle and beyond charming white dolomite biscuit dish will have guests sitting and staying for more
snacks. Bonus: It can be washed in a dishwasher and frees you up for more important things – like playing with Fido. Jack the Dog Cracker Dish Hot dog! This dachshund cheese board is adorable! Made of acacia wood, marble and brass, it's the perfect solid serving piece to set out for guests, or a darling piece of daily kitchen décor for any dog-lover home.
Best in Show Cheese Board This paperback coffee table book honors the man's best friend with a variety of art with dogs, and including dachshund, obvi. From the tips of their tiny doggy noses to the ends of their long corked up tails, these handmade glass cruets are as adorable as they can be. And they are a must-have for all animal aficionado (and saladlover!) – especially if your heart belongs to the dachshund. Wiener Dog Oil and Vinegar Set What better way to start your day than to sip coffee or tea out of a mug with your soul mutt? This ceramic cup with dishwasher and microwave makes you smile, if an early face lick did not already do the trick! Fringe Dachshund Ceramic Dog Mug If you are a
dachshund family, you will fall in love with this five-hook, American steel-engineered key rack and dog leash holder. It has the unmistakable silhouette of the beloved breed that has won your heart, and is bound to make any house feel even more like a home than the wagging story already has! Dachshund Key Rack/Leash Hanger This colorful piece of wall
art pays homage to the country of origin of Dachshund, Germany. Dimensions are 25 W x 20H, making this framed image perfect as a standalone piece or as part of a wall gallery. A cheeky anatomy of a dachshund pillow labels your pooch parts with droll descriptions like snifftip and pepperoni deposits. The pillowcase, measuring 18 x 18, has a hidden
zipper closure; cushion insert is not included. Anatomy of a Dachshund Throw Pillow Cover Turn any puppy into a Viennese dog with a frankfurter Halloween costume. This lightweight launch is available in three sizes and features two soft buns and a drizzle of mustard. Photos mandatory! How do you create flexible concepts that can fit into a community
while retaining enhance customer's global brand image? Tim Kobe and Wilhelm Oehl, principals of the San Francisco-based design consultancy Eight Inc., which previously designed Apple Stores for Steve Jobs, have come up with a new solution to this problem in the new stores they've designed for Nokia. Product information is transmitted via video
screens, which allows distinct digital content to be formatted for each store from a central point in Espoo, Finland. They can tailor the material for the local market, whether in terms of language or locally appropriate offerings, while retaining corporate oversight, Kobe said. For example, when Nokia opened the Moscow store, it invited local artists to contribute
works that could be broadcast across the screens. In practice, the Nokia store became a gallery. We can change the feeling of space at any time, says Oehl. Adds Kobe: It's not local versus global. It's a combination of the two. More and more foreign retailers are transporting their global models to India, hoping to attract the few millions at the top of the
pyramid. And Wal-Mart is waiting in the wings. - Rashmi Bansai Getty While a professional designer will work hard to create the palette you really want to work in a room, they admit that there are some nuances they will do their best to talk you out of. We will be the first to admit some of their less beloved hues surprised us a little. Brian Doben Luscious hues
and shiny surfaces turn a 1,200-square-foot city apartment into an alluring jewel box. Read on for designer Philip Gorrivan's colour ideas for small space. 1 of 14 Dining Area Each room has its own jewelry, designer Philip Gorrivan says. The Hervé Van der Straeten mirror is like a brooch, with an accent in the dining room of this Manhattan living room. A wraparound banquet is covered by Cowtan &amp; Tout's Rajah. The chairs, modeled on a Jules Leleu original, are drawn in Knoll's Classic Bouclé. Ceiling luminaire from Bernd Goeckler Antiques. Holland &amp; Sherry carpet. 2 of 14 Bar A vintage bar cabinets by De Coene Frères are as glossy as the walls, which are lacquered in a custom red from Fine Paints
of Europe. 3 out of 14 dining areas Painted walls reflect light and create a sense of depth, making the dining room feel bigger. 4 out of 14 Bar BarSkap makes it easy to entertain. 5 out of 14 Living room Furniture evokes the Art Deco period, but this apartment is not a period piece, gorrivan says. He designed a deep-seated section padded in Rubelli's
Superwong and trimmed with Houlès moss fringe. Vintage Willy Rizzo coffee table. Gilded chairs by French designer Paul Follot date back to the 1920s. A collection of fashion photography by Lillian Bassman hangs in a cluster instead of a grid to make it less serious and more fun and young. 6 of 14 Living Room The strong Art Deco lines of Quatrain's
Guitou chair get an imaginative update, drawn in Stark's Tiger Lino linen velvet. Sconce by Jerome Sutter. 7 of 14 Entry Antiqued mirrors, hand-carved in an emerald shape and inlaid with brass, visually doubles the width of the entry. A silver leaf's roof improves the light. Maxime Old designed the console in the 1930s. Midcentury-modern benches drawn in
Scuba vinyl by Brentano. Custom carpet from Holland &amp; Sherry. 8 of 14 Time A winged sconce by Blackman Cruz adds a whimsical touch to the hallway, with his bespoke Gracie loss. Slipper chair pulled in zinc textile lunar linen-silk in Spacedust. Christopher Hyland fabric on pillow. 9 out of 14 Time In the Hallway are Austrian crystal conces of Lobmeyr
like sparkling earrings, gorrivan says. 10 out of 14 Door details The octagonal detail of the doors in the hallway is neat and practical: The red leather protects the wallpaper from fingerprints. 11 of 14 Kitchen In the kitchen, iridescent mosaic tiles and a ceiling lacquered in Benjamin Moore's Oceanic Teal pick up a color from the wallpaper in the hallway. Thonet
bar chairs by York Street Studio. Roman shades in Homer wool in Verdigris of Gorrivan at Highland Court. 12 of 14 Master Bedroom In the master bedroom, the rich shade of a Roberto Giulio Rida closet is repeated on the bed, padded in the sultan velvet of Stark. Rosewood mirror by Jean Bérenger de Nattes. The hot browns are an earthy counterpoint to
the peacock blue wallcovering of Maharam. Vintage desk by Paul McCobb. Bench in Marcella linen velvet by Gorrivan for Highland Court. Strength in Luigi Bevilacqua tiger velvet. Leontine bed linen. Holland & Sherry's Sula's shattered-shell wallcovering on the roof reflects the glow of the Ironies league from Jerry Pair. Carpet from Codimat. 13 out of 14
Master bedrooms In the master bedroom, Gorrivan designed bedside tables with practical pull-out shelves. Vintage Italian lamp with Fortuny fabric on the shade. 14 of 14 Guest rooms In the guest room framed Gorrivan bed with cerused-oak bookcases. Headboard drawn in Dedar's Bukara. The custom Holland &amp; Sherry wallcovering on the roof echoes
the pattern of the Roman shades, Roma Key by Gorrivan for Highland Court. Adapted bed linen from Leontine. House Beautiful So many inspiring places, so many evocative hues - and you don't even need a passport. Designers share their favorite global hues. Choosing the perfect color for your iPhone is a decision of utmost importance. The phone will be
your constant companion through thick and thin, so it's important to choose wisely since you're going to stare at it every day. Right now, the iPhone 8 is available in three colors. All three are discreet and sophisticated, but very different from each other. Take a look at the options below to see your choices, as well as links where you can buy them. Staff Pick
Gray is one of the neutral supplied. It's a dark, thoughtful color that works well with any color palette, handbag or outfit. This phone will never look out-of-place. $450 at Best Buy For those who love all things shiny, gold is the obvious choice. What we love about this shade is that it is not a garish yellow gold. This is a lighter, delicate shade of gold that does
not look exaggerated. $450 at Best Buy Here's the iPhone 8 for all the minimalist out there. This bright silver shade is soft and subtle; it has an elegant look without calling too much attention to itself. $350 at Best Buy Dark space vibes Source: iMore Instead of standard (and somewhat boring) black, Space Gray provides the same understated appeal, but
with a little more dimension. This is a great color for dark and mysterious types or just anyone who prefers a versatile, low-key color palette. We prefer this outer space inspired look over white or black at any time. Keep it dark and low-key with Apple's classic Space Gray. Not completely black, definitely not silver, it's the perfect one in between. Source: Rene
Ritchie / iMore This is all glam without glitter. It is a beautiful shade of bright gold that looks upscale and valuable, but without a gaudy look. It is said that this color can show scratches and scrapes more than the other color schemes, so you will definitely have a case for it. But make it clear, so that gorgeous luxurious gold colors show through. All shine
without messingtons; This bright shade of gold is stylish, but not exaggerated. Source: iMore If you don't like dark shades but prefer a subtle look, then this silver shade is for you. Like the gold, it leans into a lighter shade of silver, almost white, but with an attractive metallic sheen. Silver is another of the colors that come with everything, so you don't have to
worry about it colliding with other accessories. Keep it soft and subtle with silver. This is a light shade of silver that comes with everything. Alt.
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